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There were two extremely successful outings this year. On each occasion we had a bus full, and the weather
did us proud.

June 7rh 2003: Field Excursion to Hadrian's Wall.

En route to Carrowburgh Roman Fort and the Temple of Mithras, we had an excellent resume of the latest
thinking behind the building of Hadrian's Wall from Professor Shotter.

Carrowburgh sits over the vallum, that enigmatic structure and was the last fort to be built, sited as it is, on a
change of direction of the wall. A very graphic picture was drawn at the Temple of Mithras of its deep and
dark mysteries, seemingly, full of blood!

After lunch we arrived at Birdoswald where we looked particularly at the inserted superior masonry at the
west gate, and the projected post Roman use of the site.

Then donning boots, we were lucky enough to step out along part of Hadrian's Wall Path National Trail led by
Rachel Newman. Rachel has had so much to do with getting this huge and important project together, and
ensuring it was ready for the opening on23'd May 2003.

We walked from Birdoswald to Banks East Turret. It was a magical experience. One had the feeling of being
the very next people to tread that soil after Roman sandals had marched over it. Rachel's tales of the work
involved and the obstacles overcome were truly heroic.

September 6th 2003: l9n Century Industrial Housing in the Bolton Area, and The lron-age and
Romano-british Settlement at Mellor, near Stockport.

The visit to Egerton and Bank Top near Bolton was something of a departure from our usual site visits. Our
guide, Dr Geoff Timmins of the University of Central Lancashire had been intimately involved with the
preservation of these workers' cottages, which are lived in to this day. H. and E. Ashworth, the mill owners,
knew what they were doing designing housing so that everyone knew where they stood on the social and
workforce ladder. The houses were built after 1820, when the Ashworths took Egerton over, having started to
develop their mill in 1803. The great fun was counting chimneys and separating the original windows from
the new inserts.

Our second site could not have been more different. The "dig" at Mellor was having its Open Day and we
joined a tour of the site that had been laid on for us.

The hill top at Mellor has been the subject of annual digs since 1998 when it became recognised as producing
important finds covering 10,000 years, from Mesolithic to Post Mediaeval times. One fascinating discovery is
that though this is a hill top now, in times past it was a river delta. It is speculated that the present hilltop was
used by the Romans because the view is so very extensive, from Winter Hill over the Cheshire Plain to the
Welsh Hills. Possibly it became a good lookout and observation post. Each year of the excavation seems to
push the boundaries ofthe archaeological finds further and further out into the surrounding area. There is still
much to do up here.

Mellor Church, next to the site, proved an unexpected treasure house, with its pulpit made of a single oak tree
trunk, and its font of uncertain date with very crude and unevenly carved figures.

Once again, the society is indebted to David and Ann Shotter, Rachel Newman, and to our bus driver, who has
almost become a member of the society.
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